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This Saturday, we have again a very weak field in the main
race, only 4 horses will be in the running. In other races,
there are only 5 / 6 horses. Why is that? Let us share the
main reason. Well, the PTP CEO's announced this week that
they would pay Rs15,000 to all horses that are non placing in
the race meeting they will organise. And there are rumours
that this  is a strategy  to shut down the MTC. We are sad to
see that most owners are going with the new horse racing
organiser offer  only because they paying double what the
MTC are paying for non-placing and for the stake money for
Group races and other races which are much higher.  Sure, it
is more gains for any trainers and owners, but let's not forget
who have been organising racing for 210 years and given
everyone a chance to own a stable and have their horses
race and win at the Champ De Mars. We hope that this blunt
boycott of the MTC by some owners and trainers will stop
and that they will support the sole organisation that gave
them what they have today. Without the MTC, you would not
be where you are today, let's not forget this. We do not see
how  this new organiser which is a novice with so many
embarrassing false starts in the racing world, thinks they will
win the hearts of horse racing fans with money splashed at
trainers and horse owners. Maybe they could try learn from
the MTC who has so much to offer and not try to shut them
down by all costs and means. Should the MTC dies, so will
horse racing in Mauritius, that you can be sure of. It is a
double sword which will be fatal for the PTP and the
industry. Sure you have had the back up of this Government
on his way out  and all the institutions for all your permits
and funding, but you will not learn how to organise
international race meeting in just one season and no foreign
horse racing organisation will give you such credit with so
many false starts already. Good luck trying, you will fail
miserably.   

Are we heading to the death of
the MTC and Horse Racing? 



Race Meeting 9 
Winner
Colour My Fate 
A.Sewdyal Stable  
The Ratsitatane Cup  
1500M
Group 2 

The Ratsitatane Cup 



Image 1 (Top)- Bawan Sooful Mauritian Top Jockey and The Jockey Champion of 2021
Image 2 (First Left )- Richard Cadou Best Photos Award 2021

Image 3 - Jockey T.Juglall the brother of the gone too soon jockey N.Juglall (1991-2021) and his
wife holding his trophy. RIP Champion thank you for all the greatnesses.

Image 4 - Gujadhur Assistant  Trainer & Stable Supervisor Celebrating their 3rd win of the day.
Image 5 - Grooms Awards 2021
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THE
BETTING GUIDE

23-07-2022 
OUTSIDERS

New horse of R. Maingard stable and 
 owner Mr JM Lee Shim. From the  great
Captain Al. All his half brothers did really
well at Champ De Mars. 

RACE 2 - PARTNER IN CRIME 

He has beaten a Kaydens Pride on
1500m. Now on shorter by 100m. Can
lead and can cause a huge upset in this
field. Good outsider.

RACE 5 -  PRINCE OF VENICE

Great first run last time where he came
second, he showed us he is still
competitive and can bring another win
for his owners. Worth a bet here.

RACE 8  - SKIP THE RED 

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

Find himself in a 0-26 in this very
small field and Joorawon on board
he can make a pillar to post.
Horse to beat.

RACE 1 - TRAVELIN MAN 

Won comfortably last time,  with
Allyhosain plus with the 1st draw,
he is the horse to beat again. He
will be a hard nut to crack.   

RACE 6 - CRANK IT UP 

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

ARNICA MONTANA  

5/1/3/1/2/2/2
 1-6/2/2/2-4-10
 1-2-9/3-4-6/1-6/2/2/2-4-10

1-2/1-4-5/1-2-9/3-4-6/1-6/2/2/2-4-10

MANETHEREN

RACE 7 - SPRY
This champion is on his way to
win 5 in a row. We do not know
his limit and think he can climb up
two more benchmarks easy.



SUPREME ORATOR

PARTNER IN CRIME

ARNICA MONTANA

DESERT THIEF

PRINCE OF VENICE

CRANK IT UP

RON'S JOY

SKIP THE RED

RON'S JOY

ARNICA MONTANA

FAVOUR 

TRAVELIN MAN

DUNZIE

ARNICA MONTANA

SECRET CIRCLE

AFDEEK

CRANK IT UP

SPRY

CITADEL

CRANK IT UP

CITADEL

SECRET CIRCLE

TRAVELIN  MAN

BETATHANTHEREST

IMPERIAL RAGE

ITALIAN WAY 

TRANSONIC

CRANK IT UP 

SPRY 

VIKING TRAIL

TRAVELIN MAN

TRANSONIC

ITALIAN WAY
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RACE:
BENCH:

 THE AFICIONADO PLATE 

1450 MTS 0-26 

1
12:30 DISTANCE:



Travelin Man: Completely ignore his last race. Find
himself now in a 0-26 where he will be very competitive.
In this very small field and Joorawon on board he can
make a pillar to post. Horse to beat.
Supreme Orator: Did not confirm last time out. He is
down in class again and with the claim of -4kg of Taka he
is to be considered here.
Talisman: Has showed some improvement in training
and if he confirms this he can cause an upset. Horse is
very well and some improvement is expected here.

 

Travelin Man 
- 

Supreme Orator 
-

Talisman

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE FAUGABALLAH PLATE CUP

1365 MTS 0-25 

2
13.05 DISTANCE:



Betathantherest: Not disgraced at all on his last outing. The 1365m is a bit sharp
for him but he is very well in training. With the good draw he is the one to beat
despite we would have prefer a longer trip.
Dunzie: Impressive winner on her last outing on 990m. The trip is not an issue and
she is the only front runner of the race. Can trick all her opponents.
Ultimate Warrior: Was tipped for a very good run last time but was quite
disappointing. His bad draw cost him a good place in the race. He can find himself
in this small field. He is very well.

Betathantherest - Dunzie - Ultimate Warrior 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE SATISH RUHEE MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CUP

1850 MTS 0-31

3
13:40 DISTANCE:



Imperial Rage: Had 2 races on sprint where he was not disgraced he has an
excellent engagement on 1850m. Horse is very well and he will enjoy the longer
trip. Horse to beat.
Overdose: Excellent performance behind Nimitz on 1600m last time out. He is
working very well at trackwork and will enjoy the 1850m. He is not to be ignored at
all.
Casanova King: Not a bad run last time out. He needs further to perform. Will
relish the 1850m here and with the good draw he is in with an outsider’s chance.

 
Imperial Rage 

- 
 Overdose 

- 
Casanova King

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS
SELECTION

PREVIEW



RACE:
BENCH:

THE TRACKRIDERS CUP

1600 MTS  0-20

4
14:15 DISTANCE:



Italian Way: 
His first run on 1365m was excellent. Will be much better
on the mile. With the good draw and claim of his
apprentice. He will be very hard to beat here.
Secret Circle:
Good win last time out. Has kept his excellent form and will
be in the hunt again.
Bonjour Baby: 
Heavily backed on his last outing. First time 0-20. He merits
all the respect here but an unsound sort.

 

Italian Way - Secret Circle - Bonjour Baby 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE SIR WILFRID JACKSON CUP

1400 MTS 51

5
14:50 DISTANCE:



Afdeek - Will make his 2022 debut this
weekend, as he was withdrawn last week. Has
been working generously and he is a genuine
performer. Can start 2022 with a win but may
need run. 

Prince of Venice - Has beaten a Kayden's
Pride on 1500m in 2021. Good training plus
one race under his belt can take the lead and
never be caught up. We see him beating
Afdeek like Kayden's Pride here on 1400m.

Transonic - His trainer likes him a lot, we hear
a lot about this horse. Can surprise all with
-4kgs at 55kgs. He is a good outsider. One for
the notebook. 

Afdeek - Prince of Venice - Transonic 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE JEAN HALBWACHS TROPHY

1600 MTS  +67

6
15:25 DISTANCE:



Crank It Up - Won comfortably last time, he is the horse to beat again with
Allyhosain plus a  1st draw he will be a hard nut to crack. He is a banker here in this
small field.  

Favour - New horse, won 4 times in SA, good draw and Rama onboard. We must
look at him first. Likes much longer distances but has won on 1600m which is a
good first run for his 2022 debut. He can place or win here and definitely keep an
eye on 1850m to 2200m races. One for the notebook. Watch!

Stream Ahead - The main challenger of Crank It Up, ran twice this year and two 
 2nd place. Did look like winner 1st run and also on his 2nd outing where he was
caught up in last 100m. Unless he finds more but place bet again.

Crank It Up 
-

Favour
-

Stream Ahead  

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE: 
BENCH:

THE DEANAN DOYAL CUP 

1365 MTS 41 

7
16:00 DISTANCE:



Spry - Won like a champion last time.
We have no idea how far he can go.
We believe he will win again here in
the same style and make it 5 in a row.
Look like a banker again.

Ron's Joy - Won 4 times last season.
Looking good at training. He will be at
his 2022 debut this week. Ready to
challenge the favourite.  Can win and
beat the Spry in this benchmark.

Trip To The Sky - Comes back in B41
where he will be more competitive.
The 1365m will suit him  best. Place
bet here.  

 Spry - Ron's Joy - Trip To The Sky 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE: 
BENCH:

THE ROLLING SAND PLATE

1500 MTS 36 

8
16:35 DISTANCE:



Manetheren - The sole front runner if they let him go and run he can go all the
way. We won't be surprised to see him do a pillar to post and dump the finishers. 

Viking Trail - Travelled like winner last time, should of won. Good draw, this time
his jockey can make his owners and trainer happy. 

Skip The Red - Great last run last time where he came 2nd, he is still competitive
and can bring a win for his owners before they decide he can retire. 

Manetheren -  Viking Trail - Skip The Red 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD











Training Shots
Floreal  

15  July 2022



Training Shots
    Champ De Mars   

19  July 2022
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Snowy Mountain:
His trainer insisted to race him on a
990m when we know that this trip is too
sharp for him. We can say that he was
not disgraced at all with 62kg on his back
and was quite outpaced in the race. But
we noticed that his last 400m was very
interesting and he is to be followed on
longer trips. His trainer must definitely
has a plan for him on the mile or further.
If he is featured on a more convenient
trip next time out he will be definitely be
in the shake up. Watch next time out.

Kaydens Pride:
His last race is to be completely ignored.
He was not well drawn in the gates and
the slow pace did not fit him at all.His
apprentice tried to settle him in midfield
but with a lack of pace he was pulling
very hard and was difficult to control. He
just could not sprint against the winner
and was beaten fair and square. We try
to ignore this race and with a good draw
and with some pace he is to be followed
closely. He is yet to win a race this year
despite very well place in the betting, he
is not far of visiting the winner’s
enclosure.

Eye of The Tiger 

By Ismael Sheik Mastan 

Master Of Illusion:
What a race by him last
Saturday. We definitely thought
that he would badly needed this
race. He is a horse with some
abilities from SA and also ran
the Duchess last year. But he
was just about to upset the
odds. He set a fast pace in front
and was very resistant in the
final straight. Considering this
was his first race only this
season he will definitely go up in
condition and he may show his
true potential this year. He is to
be followed closely this year if
he stays sound.



It’s been a very busy week at training with some interesting
morning gallops. Starting with the main race on Saturday Crank
It Up has been working very well and finds himself in an
excellent condition. His solo gallop on Tuesday was a good
overview of his level of form. Favour has been very well
prepared by his trainer this week and is ready for his first run.
Stream Ahead has been excellent on trackwork too and he is
ready for action for Saturday. Coming to the other interesting
trackworks we noticed the great condition of Transonic and
Nikhil’s Inns from Mahadia stable. Looks like their last run
made a lot of good things for them. Their coatings have
improved and they were on toes after their work outs.
Betathantherest has maintained a very good form and his solo
gallop on the dirt was very good. He is to be followed again this
week. The splendid form of Spry and Travellin Man on Tuesday
was just mind blowing. These two horses are definitely growing
in maturity and are on top of their form right now. Their
opponents will take a lot of beating on Saturday. Ultimate
Warrior has kept his excellent form and he seems to have
improve a lot after his first win here. Universe Boss from the
same stable also has been very good at track work and he looks
ready for the fight on Saturday. Imperial Rage, Viking Trail,
Trip To The Sky, Secret Circle and Dunzie have been very good
at trackwork and are to be followed for this week.

Eye Catchers

Transonic, Spry, Travellin Man, Betathantherest, Viking
Trail.

Through The
Binoculars



 INTERNATIONAL NEWS  
Frankel's Onesto Swoops In The Grand Prix De Paris

Unleashing his deadly acceleration to maximum effect at a ParisLongchamp
blessed by evening sun, TDN Rising Star Onesto (Ire) (Frankel {GB}) stormed into
the big time in Thursday's G1 Grand Prix de Paris. This type of performance had
looked on the cards after his scintillating win in the 10 1/2-furlong G2 Prix
Greffulhe at Saint-Cloud May 8 and highly commendable effort from a horror draw
when dead-heating for fifth in the Prix du Jockey-Club and the Fabrice Chappet-
trained chestnut was duly made the 10-3 favourite.



 INTERNATIONAL NEWS  
 Anchored last early by Stephane Pasquier having run freely to post, the first
group 1 winner for his breeder Diamond Creek Farm who sported the colours of
Gerard Augustin-Normand for the first time proved perfectly tractable in the
race and saved energy tracking the other five. This trip looked truly up his street,
hailing from the family of Juddmonte's great blue hen Hasili (Ire) by the stamina
influence Frankel, whose 25th group 1 winner he duly became. He was also able
to mark the win with the added bonus of supplying Sea The Stars (Ire) with his
first group 1 winner as a broodmare sire. It capped a memorable week for the
breeders, who had supplied the Fasig-Tipton July Sale-topping Curlin colt. “He
can be slightly too keen and Stephane did well to rate him,” Chappet said. “In the
race, he was slightly too cold but when he made his move between horses two
out he was right there to produce his turn of foot. In fact it turned out to be the
perfect race for him. He ran a great race in the Prix du Jockey Club, but he was
out if it turning for home because of his bad draw. You can have regrets because
there is only one Derby in the life of a horse, but take nothing away from the
winner–I am not saying we would have won.” Onesto's winning debut over a mile
at Chantilly in September had enough x-factor to earn TDN Rising Star status,
containing the colt Vagalame (Ire) (Lope De Vega {Ire}) who would come to share
fifth place with him when they re-engaged in the Jockey Club. Finding only
Welwal (GB) (Shalaa {Ire}) too strong on his other juvenile start in a 7 1/2-furlong
conditions event on Deauville's Polytrack in October, he was again behind that
rival when eighth as Vadeni was fifth in this track's G3 Prix de Fontainebleau at a
mile Apr. 17. It was only when he got to the Greffulhe that he hit his stride and
Chappet has the big one back over this course and distance in mind now. “He's
got plenty of speed, he can win 10-furlong races and he won a mile maiden but
now the future is to target the Arc and we will go with some ambition,” he added.
“This was a good trial, wasn't it? He will first go for the [G2] Prix Niel.” Onesto is
the second of five foals and first runner out of the unraced Onshore (GB) (Sea
The Stars {Ire}), who was purchased by the aforementioned Diamond Creek
Farm for 320,000gns at the 2016 Tattersalls December Mares Sale. She is a half-
sister to the G3 Easter Cup winner Jet Away (GB) (Cape Cross {Ire}), while their
dam is another who failed to get to the track in Kalima (GB) (Kahyasi {Ire}).
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Huge selection of
health products

Oxygen Concentration &
Kangen Machines, Backwash
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every day lives.  
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